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About This Game

You Love Riddles and to Combine Logically?

You Love Jump 'n' Runs?

You don't want to fight but you still want a challenge?

Then you will love this Journey to the Center of the Earth!

Control 3 Adventurers with unique powers at the same time, or guide them individually in this narrative 2D puzzle platformer
based on the Jules Verne novel, and make your way through 18 expansive levels, solve puzzles, avoid traps, not die of thirst and

find the well hidden secret at the center of the Earth.

Features

 classic puzzle platformer gameplay

 18 giant levels

 3 characters with unique powers
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 control all 3 heroes at the same time, or guide them individually

 survival mechanic

 no combat

 lots of secrets to uncover

 world based upon the Jules Verne novel

Become part of our InSayn Community

Steam-Group:
https://steamcommunity.com/groups/insaynGames

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/insaynGames

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/insaynGames/
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As a beginner as far as modelling goes, it had a bit of a learning curve...but as I get a hang of it, it is a pretty good software. Add
on that it is double the price that it can be found on Steam for on the software's site, I find this to be a pretty great deal. Can be
used to create OBJ files which can be used in 3D printing, depending on the printer of course.. Just a thoroughly unenjoyable
reskin of a decade-old game at an absolutely exorbitant price and with no content backing it up. The gall of charging nearly 30
AUD for a game that is virtually indistinguishable from a free flash game is unreal.. Excellent python development environment
- the debugger is especially good.. Really fun Tower Defense game with easy controls and nice graphics. It reminds me of the
old original Warcraft game. There are three islands where you fight in multiple rounds. For the price, it is a great game and fun
time waster.

Battle of Kings is a tower defense strategy game in which you take the command and use your strategic skills to defend the siege
against your fortifications. You can\u2019t win only by defending your Kingdom. Develop your economics, assemble and
upgrade your army to defeat the enemy forces in a real Battle of Kings.. I actually have fun playing this game, but even though I
waited only a month or so before buying it, by the time I got it, there was barely anyone on it at all. Now, I can't find anyone to
play with OR against in matchmaking in the "Custom Match" mode. I usually have my friend host the room/lobby so he can do
all that, so MAYBE I'm supposed to use "Ranked Match" mode to find people to play with online...? Whatever the case, I just
wish they'd update this game more, because so far, only ONE DLC character has been released, and I've checked the Steam
page for updates and new charactersevery now and then and see NOTHING new happening. I hope I'm wrong, but I hope people
still play this or that some sale will bring in NEW players to play with/against.. I wanted to love this game so bad, but alas, it
wasn't in any way fun for me.
I even spent on the full version and package, but the game is lacking support and a playerbase, you can't extend the camera so
you have a fixed camera distance from you, even though it's a 3rd person game. Aiming your skills is difficult, with all of the
game events going on, i didn't even notice a crosshair, and started to feel really sick while playing, possible morion sickness
happening? All in all, i couldn't enjoy it, even though i really wanted to. :(

It's expensive given what it is, the storymode seems good, the movement and skills are cool looking, learning curve limited to
your ability to bash buttons while pointing in the general direction.

The anime is good, storymode is interesting although if you're like me and want to play it to beat the game, be prepared for a
few moments of .. oh god.
I recommend this game only if you're into this kind of thing, my own experience is negative though.. This game is quite fun and
i had lots of great playing with it. The playing is reminescent of a Zelda clone game, but that does not make it bad. It has several
side quests, a museum to find enemies, and costumes, which are also fun. Also, the developer listens to you about this game and
implemented a idea i told them about. All in all, the game is quite fun, has fun boss fights and skills to use, and the developer
cares about this game. This makes it a positive recommendation in my book!
. No brainer, steal at $3. Need plenty of music for the hours to go by in this game! Would gladly purchase a few more packs like
this.. Do you like gamesss? I want to play a game with you... Called cannon brawl! Intense quick thinking game, with upgrades
to the buildings and unlock new ones! If you are into fast thinking games aiganst other players, you have to get this! I wanted
this game so badly after I saw Tokshen playing it, and I dig this. Here is the major con though, There is NOBODY playing this
game right now. You see only 15 at a time. Please, spread the word and get people to play!. Easy Simple Puzzle Game where
you can Relax and Play First it Starts out 9 Pieces Then kinda gets Harder as time goes on The Last one is 12 Pieces Kinda hard
but not really And at the end you can see them naked some of them Not Kidding lol But in all Cool Game And Relaxing Music I
would Recc this If you Like puzzle Games or Feel the Need to Buy this.
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This game started out very well but about an hour in you will realize that its the same thing over and over. Theres no
progression, there are no levels, there is a very thin story that holds 0 interest, there is one tile set and the characters you have at
the start are going to be the same to the end.

The game has 0 variety while lasting way to long. I got through the second chapter in about 2 hours or so and there are 4 more
which would make the game roughly 6-7 hours long. Theres just no way I could finish this game knowing its going to be the
same thing for 5 more hours.. Lots and lots of bugs with very shallow gameplay.

See the Dealspwn review...

http://www.dealspwn.com/pro-rugby-manager-2015-review-181665

Give 1/10 and say 505 Games should be ashamed of themselves. It's still the best game in the serie. If you prefer an historical
and "realistic" game then choose this one.

It's a relatively simple and fast game, at least after you learn how to play.

It's different from the following titles of the HOI serie in many ways, it's not a completely open sandbox, you will LUCKILY
never see impossible alliances here (unless you conquer them and set them up as a puppet nation of course). By 1936 when the
game starts the blocks are mostly set and the game shows it.

With hoi3 and hoi4 the developers unfortunately moved away from the "historical events" system which I loved. In the new
titles they tried to make hearts of iron another pure sandbox where ANYTHING can happen, but it shouldn't be like that (there
are other Paradox titles much better as sandbox after all, this title was supposed to be about WWII instead!). I don't want to see
weird and absurd alliances and other nonsense in my WWII games and on the opposite I want to see as many carefully
researched events as possible, as in some of the best mods for HOI2.

There is the chance for "what if" scenarios but they are about what can happen in the few years before the war and during it.
The base game starts in 1936 as earliest date, on mods that could be 1933 or earlier.. but if you really wanted to change the
diplomatic setup you would need a game starting more than 40 years before to take it up from the last years of Otto Von
Bismarck and continue his policies for instance, or at the very least completely evade or change the outcome of WWI (the
easiest way in my opinion would still involve keeping Von Bismarck as chancellor or at least evading Kaiser Wilhelm II
megalomaniac and suicidal foreign policy).

There is no need to spend hours to set the OOB or being forced to delegate things to the AI.
There are some very good mods that can improve difficulty, tech tree, espionage, the AI itself and other aspects of the game up
to your preferences.
Check the mods "Compendium" and "Iron Cross" for instance, both are more difficult than the base game. Unfortunately I
forgot the names of too many others.

In my opinion a lot of micromanagement is good only in extremely realistic and complex games like "War In the East" or "War
In The Pacific"... which are definitely not for "casuals".
In my opinion HOI as a serie should be more of a middle ground between "easy titles" and the giants of complexity and realism
and it should make grand strategy accessible while still being HISTORICAL, without making it childish.

HOI 3 and HOI4 moved away from history and realism, while at the same time increasing micro (mostly HOI3) when not
needed and making other things shallow and flat where they needed more depth if anything. Exactly the opposite of what I
wanted. That's why I consider HOI 2, modded, as the top of the serie.

I think I have just a few hours on it on steam, I have other versions with different mods on my pc (and my "Darkest Hour" one
is on GOG), but I played HOI2 for close to 14 years, including at least trying most mods.

Of course if you are already experienced with this kind of games you can start with mods right away. Vanilla is good to start and
learn though.
There are also mods like the famous "Kaiserreich" for an interesting "what if" scenario to start with.
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After all EVERY paradox game is way better with mods, and often the older it gets the better (for the needed patches and mods.
After all Paradox was famous for releasing potentially great titles but with lots of bugs or missing content at first, to then make
them better in time step by step, even before they became famous for their greedy policy of DLCs as in EU4).

You can find also the version of HOI2 called "Darkest Hour" which is itself a huge mod, improved in many ways from the basic
game, but still not my favourite "mod". :) It's one of those I spent more hours into tho.
I advice to get both the "basic" hoi2 and "Darkest Hour" if you enjoy one of the two games. You can also keep different
versions of the game at the same time.
You will need a bit of research on the web to find the older mods though.

There is even the possibility to import your country from Victoria (and EU3 or EU2, I forgot) into HOI2 and keep playing the
same nation. I'm not sure how it works, I always play with mods after all and I want the game to be more of a challenge not less
of it... even if the idea to import from other games for a really EPIC and long match (starting with a small country) is quite
interesting.. "I never play as the eastern nationallities..." Shrugs and clicks the green purchase button.

"My life is complete" :O. Good game, works with Oculus Rift.

but here are some issues

1) crazy speed. Need to slow down bowling.
2) Ball goes through bat handle.
3) Facing position should be customizable. Very uncomfortable batting position for me.
4) Batting feedback should be there when knocking the ground and hitting the ball.
5) Bat looks like a toy. Bat should be wider, bigger.

6\/10 stars, but its the best cricket game that I have seen on vr.. A nice module but lacking content unless bought with the
"Museum Relic" campaign, so buy in a sale.. $10 at launch is a real good price. There's not a lot of bells and whistles apart from
the netplay but the game is exactly what it says on the box. The lobby arrangement of It's Been a Long Time Since We Passed
Through Space Time! is also very good.

I am very bad at this game, thanks for listening to my story.. First i thought it was Goemon.

turn out to be megaman.

well that find too.
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